
 

 

                                       
Detox 
 
is one of Estetica Vibrazionale’s cosmetics based on super coherent water1 and top quality 
active elements. 
 
Action 
Thanks to an innovative technology the water forming this 
extraordinary product has been made super coherent in  order to 
increase to the nth power the active principles in it dissolved.  
 
Detox formulated with an innovative combination of minerals 
(among which zeolite) it greatly helps in absorbing and reducing 
oxidants. It carries on a detoxifying action thanks to the 
improvement of skin’s homeostasis which  activates all 
physiologic depurative processes. Detox is effective for tensions 
and swellings’ treatment of all the different parts of the body: 
belly, limbs, face.…   By helping to eliminate the accumulated 
toxins it helps to recover the radiance of the skin and the tone of 
the shape, free from swellings and accumulations, bestowing a 
feeling of lightness thanks to NOT pharmacological physical 
actions. 
It is also excellent in healing nails’ imperfections due to fungus 
and mycosis.  

Active Elements 
Water: it is the leading element in EV’s cosmetics.  The super coherence of its structure allows to  
greatly increase the Vibrational Cosmetic’s energetic and functional power, assuring the best 
results. Being so specifically treated, this Water also enhances the effects of the active elements it 
carries.  
 
Vitis Vinifera grape extracted from grape leaves. It has anti-inflammatory and angio-protector 
action (performing at microcirculatory level thanks to anthocyanosides’ action). It helps capillary 
permeability reduction and increases their strength. It is appreciated for its astringent, 
antispasmodic, decongesting of the pelvic area, nourishing, emollient and lubricating actions. 

 
1 Quantum electrodynamics (QED) brings forward a very interesting prospect. Water in leaving creatures, 
when in contact with biological matter, gets structured in an organized and coherent way. The greater is 
the coherence of the structure the best is the energy processing in cellular structures. Super coherence is 
the exaltation of this oxygen conveyance, which, so organized, allows to elaborate a better cells energetic  
quality. 
 



 

 

 
Cetraria island: Island moss is mainly known for its emollient quality as its mucilage protects 
inflamed or irritated mucosa thanks to usnic acid presence. This gives also antibiotic properties. 

Melaleuca essential oil: or tea tree, has universal properties and is used in many areas including 
that of skin’s health: it is an antibacterial which counter acne, spots and greasy skin and it also is a 
valid antibiotic, antiseptic. 
 
Zeolite: is a mineral obtained from incandescent lava and brackish water which, thanks to its 
structure made of minutes microporous parts, is able to absorb, during its passage through the  
digestive transit, polluting substances such as heavy metals, chemical substances deriving from 
food and medicines, viruses, bacteria, fungus, including fermentative toxins deriving from a wrong 
diet, from imbalanced intestinal flora and from an excessive body acidity. Zeolite contains nearly all 
the periodic table’s elements,  therefore, above expelling toxins, it is able to reintegrate essential 
elements for the human body by an intelligent ionic exchange through which it gives the body 
what it lacks and takes away what is in a surplus, so bringing many significant benefits. 
 
Cabbage Rose aromatic distilled flower water: Rose has uncountable qualities among which that 
to have astringent, antiseptic and purifying effects, moreover it has always been appreciated for 
being very refreshing.  
 
How to use  
Nebulize Detox directly on the interested clean skin areas twice a day. In case of deep affections it 
may be helpful to intensify applications. Effects are visible since the very first few applications. 
Regular and rhythmic use reinforces the results achieved and prevents skin degenerative 
processes. 
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